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NEW YORK, NY, USA, May 29, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The market for

components, equipment and devices

needed for the integration and

expansion of AI infrastructure and

applications will see growth rates in the

double digits – from 15-35% depending

upon the equipment market – over the

next several years.

As mentioned in our previous articles on the subject, in terms of frequency control and timing

components, the growth of AI will have a direct impact on both the quartz-based and non-

quartz-based markets. According to Dedalus Consulting, in their recently released report

Frequency Control Components, the frequency control and timing components market will

exceed $12.0 billion globally in 2024 across all markets. Each of these markets will continue to be

integral in the implementation of AI.

AI's influence is profound in the frequency control and precision timing industry, reshaping

hardware markets and driving impressive growth. As the demand for AI-driven solutions surges,

so does the need for specialized hardware to support these innovations. In this series of articles,

we have and will examine how AI is spurring growth in various hardware markets, and how this

growth, in turn, fuels the expansion of frequency control components markets.

The Crucial Role of Hardware in AI

AI's rapid advancement is propelled by sophisticated hardware systems tailored to handle

complex computational tasks efficiently. High-performance servers, storage solutions,

networking equipment, telecom infrastructure, power supply, and management systems, as well

as backup and redundancy systems form the backbone of AI infrastructure. Each of these

hardware components plays a pivotal role in facilitating AI-driven applications and processes. We

will first look at high-performance servers.

Integration of Frequency Control into Hardware Systems: High-Performance Servers

http://www.einpresswire.com


High-performance servers are the foundation of modern computing, handling vast amounts of

data and complex computations. AI algorithms can optimize server designs by simulating various

configurations and identifying the most efficient layouts for cooling, power consumption, and

performance. This can lead to the creation of servers that are not only more powerful but also

more energy efficient. The adoption of AI-driven servers will enable businesses to handle larger

workloads with greater efficiency. This will be particularly beneficial for industries that rely

heavily on data processing, such as finance, healthcare, and scientific research.

Produced by industry leaders such as Dell EMC, IBM, Lenovo, HPE and NVIDIA, high-performance

servers and related equipment boast advanced processing units tailored for parallel processing

and intensive computations essential for AI algorithms. AI servers are specialized servers

optimized for running artificial intelligence workloads, including machine learning (ML) and deep

learning (DL) tasks. These servers are distinct from standard servers in several key aspects,

primarily due to their need to handle intensive computational and data processing tasks. Key

differentiating characteristics of high-performance servers include: the ability to integrate

specialized accelerators like NVIDIA GPUs or Google TPUs to enhance AI-related operations;

coming equipped with substantial memory capacity and high-speed storage solutions like Intel

Optane SSDs, crucial for handling large datasets; providing advanced networking capabilities to

facilitate seamless data exchange between servers and external sources; integrating specialized

AI features, including optimized deep learning frameworks and hardware accelerators, to

expedite AI model training and inference processes; and the ability to deliver scalable

computational resources and parallel processing capabilities, minimizing processing times for AI

tasks while maximizing performance.

In high-performance servers, precision timing is essential for synchronizing data processing

tasks and ensuring seamless operation. Quartz crystal oscillators, commonly used in servers,

provide stable and accurate timing signals, enabling this optimal performance.

Frequency Control and Timing Components in AI Servers:

• Quartz Crystal Oscillators (TCXOs): TCXOs are commonly used in high-performance servers to

provide stable clock signals for timing synchronization. These oscillators offer excellent

frequency stability over temperature variations, ensuring reliable operation in diverse

environmental conditions.

• Voltage-Controlled Crystal Oscillators (VCXOs): VCXOs are utilized to fine-tune the frequency

output of a server's clock signal. By adjusting the control voltage, VCXOs enable precise

frequency adjustments, allowing servers to synchronize with external timing references or

compensate for frequency drift.

• Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) Circuits: PLL circuits are integral to maintaining phase coherence and

frequency stability in high-performance servers. These circuits lock the server's internal clock to



an external reference signal, ensuring accurate synchronization and reducing timing errors.

• MEMS Oscillators: MEMS oscillators are increasingly being used in AI servers due to their

smaller size, robustness, and higher tolerance to environmental conditions such as temperature

and vibration. MEMS oscillators can offer similar or even superior performance in terms of

stability and precision compared to quartz oscillators, making them suitable for AI applications

that demand high reliability.

In conclusion, integrating advanced frequency control components into high-performance AI

servers is essential for achieving precise timing and synchronization. As the market for these

servers grows, propelled by the rapid expansion of AI applications, the need for sophisticated

frequency control components will escalate. This demand will continue to drive innovation and

growth in the frequency control component industry, ensuring it keeps pace with the

technological advancements in AI computing environments.

More Information & How to Order

For more information about this report, please:

•  navigate to the report page: Frequency Control & Timing Components;

•  learn more about our Ulysses Data Subscription Service (USS), which covers the market

through 2040;

•  send us a Research Enquiry;

•  email us at info@dedalusconsulting.com; or

•  call us at (212) 709-8352.

About Dedalus Consulting

Dedalus Consulting is a privately owned and independently operated market research publisher

and consultancy.

Our research focuses on both emerging and mature markets in high-technology sectors,

including tooling and machining, advanced materials, frequency control and timing, surge and

circuit protection, energy and renewables, life sciences, and next generation computing.

Research is continually updated through a methodology that is based on primary interviews with

market participants, including manufacturers, end-users, research institutions, distribution

channel representatives and service providers.

Our clients range from Fortune 500 companies to private equity and investment banking

institutions to academic research organizations engaged in the research, development and

manufacturing of advanced technology products and services.
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